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Guidelines for Autumn Sesshin 2022 
Sesshin means “to touch the mind.” Sesshin is a time to let ordinary activity slow down, and 
to wake up to our true home. This may need some preparation and awareness. The following 
guidelines are intended to support your practice in this way. Taking care for your practice, 
you take care of the practice of all who are gathered to practice here. 

 

Your home practice environment 
To start, speak with your household members about how they can best support you during 
the sesshin. Show them the practice schedule. Allow plenty of time to set-up your cushion or 
chair in a place where you won’t be disturbed.  

It’s helpful to have an altar next to your cushion, to focus your practice. Your altar can be as 
simple as a stone or flower and candle, or something more elaborate. 

 

Maintaining Form 
Maintain our usual Zen form in the online dojo. Follow the bells and clappers. In the dojo, we 
all do zazen at the same time and we all do kinhin (walking mediation) at the same time.  

When you enter and leave your camera space, bow silently to the rest of the online dojo. 
Before you sit, bow to your cushion. 

If you don’t have room near your sitting space to do kinhin, you can stand instead. If you do 
this, keep your hands in the kinhin mudra. 

At the start of morning chanting, and at the end of great vows, we offer ‘full bows’ down to 
the floor. If the space around you isn’t suitable for full bows, you can modify the bows for 
sitting. Bow low in gassho, throw your hands back behind your head, then come back up into 
sitting gassho. 

When encouraging words are offered, maintain zazen. The teacher’s dharma talk is called 
“teisho,” which means “to present the shout, or to present the song.” When this is offered, 
feel free to sit more comfortably if you wish.  

If a disruption is unavoidable, and you need to move away from the camera, do so mindful of 
your part in the sesshin. Gassho, and then stop your Zoom video before you move away from 
your seat. This minimises disruption.  

 

Setting up your Zoom place of practice 
Your online appearance in the dojo is a support to others. Make sure your device camera 
clearly shows your face and shoulders when you are seated in zazen. Raise or lower your 
camera if necessary. Ensure your face is well lit and not in shadow. 

If the space behind your cushion is fussy or distracting, cover it with a plain cloth or sheet.  
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Check that your device and camera are steady. Plug your device into an active power source 
so that you don’t run out of battery part way through online sitting. 

Before you launch Zoom, ensure the sound on your device is unmuted and turned up. When 
you launch Zoom, ‘allow’ audio and video connection.  Zoom will automatically mute you as 
you enter the dojo. Keep your Zoom sound muted unless you need to speak into the dojo. 

Choose Gallery View for sitting, chanting and encouraging words. Gallery View creates a sense 
of everyone sitting in the dojo together. If needed, you can choose Speaker View for Teisho.  

In a physical dojo we are visible to each other, but not encumbered by seeing ourselves as if 
in a mirror. Choose Hide Self View to conceal your video image from yourself.  

If, for an unavoidable reason, you need to move away from the camera during online zazen 
or a talk, do so mindfully. Gassho, and then choose the Zoom Stop Video option before you 
move away. This will help maintain the felt and visible stillness of the dojo.  

When you select Stop Video, Zoom will replace your video image with your Zoom 
Profile Picture. If you have a custom Profile Picture that is bright or distracting, change 
it to something muted before the Zazenkai starts. The default image (white name on 
black) is fine. 
 

Offline Practice 
You hold the practice of the sangha when you hold your own practice firmly. This includes the 
time when camera and microphone are off. When you practice kinhin offline, when you sit 
down to eat, do so with the whole sangha in mind. 

When offering your bows, offer them in the direction of your altar when possible.  

During practice we drop normal social interactions when you can manage in the space where 
you are. Let your housemates know that this is the form of your practice during sesshin. This 
is a way they can show support. 

When unavoidable interactions are needed, give a bow, and deal with what needs doing. 
When finished bow to mark your return to your practice and dojo.  

Make any interruptions a moment of practicing “You are welcome here.” Study the ease with 
which you can re-enter and resume the mind of practice. Notice the generosity it affords to 
any ‘interruption’.  

 

Maintaining ritual attention 
Consider each movement as a moment of practice. Particularly if you have automatic 
activities you do, here is a chance to slow down and become aware with each movement. 
Bring your practice to all the necessary daily tasks of maintaining life. Maintain presence when 
preparing lunch or drink, doing your dishes, tidying up, etc. 
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When you sit to eat, recall the ritual aspect of meals at sesshin and hold that mind. Our 
informal grace is a helpful practice before eating: 

We venerate the three treasures, 
and are grateful for this food, 
the work of many hands, 
and the sharing of other forms of life. 

 

Restricting unnecessary screen time 
Avoid all screen time other than online practice, as far as you possibly can during this sesshin. 
When you are online, every now and then feel into the subtle differences between online and 
offline states of body-mind awareness. 

Turn off notifications on your devices. Resist the impulse to check online messages or 
updates, except where there is genuine need. Discover how freeing it is to consciously not 
check for messages or updates of any kind. This sesshin offers a valuable chance to bring full 
attention to this matter—to discover what online life can be when held by practice 

 

Sosan and Dokusan 
Dokusan, meeting with the teacher, is a basic element of zen practice, along with zazen and 
teisho. It is a rich invitation to bring forth and clarify the heart of your practice. You are 
encouraged to make full use of this generous offer. 
 
All interviews will occur by phone during early morning, mid-morning, and afternoon blocks. 
Please have your phone available and close to you during the designated periods.  
 
The attendants (Jisha) will offer guidance about the dokusan process each day. Before the 
sesshin begins, please save their contacts in your mobile phone. You will need these numbers 
to join and confirm your place in the line: 

 

• Susan’s Jisha: Patrick—0437 663 345 

• Kirk’s Jisha: Paul Gardiner—0415 714 111 
 

Sosan and dokusan with Susan Murphy Roshi  
We will begin meeting the teacher in sosan, following a predetermined order. Each 
participant will be given an interview time on either Saturday or Sunday. This time will be 
texted to you the day before sesshin starts.  
 
Following the completion of the sosan cycle, Susan’s dokusan line will be open to students.  
Susan’s Jisha will instruct you to text your name to him if you would like a time slot. The Jisha 
will return your text with your assigned time. Confirm your dokusan time with text ‘Y’.  
 
Dokusan with apprentice teacher, Kirk Fisher  
Kirk’s dokusan line will be open to students who don’t already have an interview scheduled 
with Susan that day. Kirk’s Jisha will announce when Kirk’s dokusan line is open. Text just your 
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name to the Jisha if you would like a time slot. The Jisha will return your text with your 
assigned time. Confirm your dokusan time by with text ‘Y’.  
 

The process is as follows: 
1. 30 minutes before your scheduled sosan or dokusan, gassho and turn your camera off so 

that you do not distract others. Ensure your phone ringer is on.  
2. Dokusan is often intimate and personal so please ensure your conversation is out of 

earshot of others. 
3. Continue your zazen as you await the teacher’s call.  During this time, be truly focused 

and alive to the question, koan or matter of practice you are bringing to dokusan. 
4. The teacher will ring you, letting your phone sound briefly before hanging up. 

Immediately return their call.  
5. When the teacher answers, bow to each other, then you state your practice.  Dokusan 

times will be 10- 15 minutes in length - in other words, all the time in the world to come 
to the point, meet yourself fully, and clarify the Way together. Be mindful that others will 
be following you… 

6. Finally, return your phone to silent. Return to your practice. 
 

Sesshin is a gift 
You have accepted the offer of this gift for an extended period of shared practice. Hold it with 
care and let it open inside your world. 

Our online/offline form is the invitation to bring sincere practice all the way home to our 
ordinary life and work. Physically we practice in solitude. At the same time, notice the ways 
that the presence and companionship of others shows up in your practice as well. We sit in 
separate places, but join in time, energy, and firm intention. 

Your practice is inter-dependent with each of the other practitioners. It is interdependent 
with the world. When you hold your place of practice you hold the practice of others, and 
together we maintain a shared rhythm and presence.  

Buddha-nature pervades the whole universe, existing right here now. The mind of zazen has 
no inside or outside, no near or far away, no space and no time at all.  

Give yourself to the mind of practice we are about to share together. Have a beautiful 
sesshin. 
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